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New, fresh and united

www.thermocalc.com
Until now……

Two different software versions, TCW (Graphical User Interface) and TCC (command-line input).
Now...(Thermo-Calc 3.0)

- TCW is being replaced by a different, more up-to-date Graphical User Interface.
- TCC is continued as “Console Mode” in the new software.
- Both these user interfaces come in the same package.
Thermo-Calc 3.0

- Unifies previous versions TCW and TCC into one single software.

- Modern Java-based Graphical User Interface.

- Provides a framework suitable for extension with additional modules and functionality.

- Many improvements in the inner workings of the “engine”.

- GUI supports languages other than English, e.g. Chinese, German, Russian, Japanese, Spanish and Swedish.

- Same functionality under Windows and Linux.
Thermo-Calc 3.0

✓ News for TCC users
  ✓ New plotting library
  ✓ Improved visual appearance
  ✓ Multiple consoles and multiple plots for each console

✓ News for TCW users
  ✓ New plotting library
  ✓ New activity based graphic user interface
  ✓ Project concept – non-linear working process
1. Project window – shows relations between defined *activities*
2. Configuration window – for configuring the selected *activity*
3. Results window – graphic and text output
4. Scheduler window – shows performed and scheduled calculations
5. Event log window – text output of progress